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We are now Red Nose Grief and Loss


We are now Red Nose Grief and Loss Read more
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Have you joined Heart Strings?


We are pleased to launch today a new community membership program from Sands and Red Nose. Read more
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Heart Strings


Heart Strings Membership Program from Red Nose and Sands Read more
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Oct 15


“What would they have sounded like?” “Why does nobody call on their anniversary?” Parents share pain of silence in lead up to Pregnancy and Infant Loss Awareness Month Read more
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We exist because there is life after miscarriage, stillbirth, baby and child death  

24/7 Bereavement Support Line: 1300 308 307
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Red Nose’s world-leading Hospital to Home stillbirth support program to continue thanks to $4.2 million budget boost



Our pioneering Hospital to Home support program, received $4.2 million to continue running for four years.
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Heart Strings



Heart Strings Membership Program from Red Nose and Sands
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Footprints



We are excited to introduce our new volunteer program, Footprints.
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How Sands helped in 2017–18

	
4,000

	bereaved parents supported through our National Services	[image: alt]
	
1,000

	Healthcare Professionals trained on supporting bereaved parents	[image: alt]
	
300

	active Volunteers across Australia	[image: alt]











Upcoming events


	
Ways to be ok Forum: How Culture and Ritual can Influence our Grieving

 Read more
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Jess: I am the face of newborn death and miscarriage

Pregnancy loss has been a repeated trauma that has cost this couple the life of their otherwise healthy newborn son as well as three subsequent first trimester pregnancies. Read more
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Pip: I am the face of stillbirth

“The grief was all consuming. Some days I’d feel ok and then it would hit me again like a tonne of bricks." Read more
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Lea: I am the face of stillbirth and miscarriage

Like most expectant parents, at the beginning of our journey toward parenthood we were blissfully unaware of the road ahead and how things can go wrong and keep going wrong. Read more














Our address
Suite 2, 2 Domville Ave
Hawthorn VIC 3122 

General Enquiries
1300 998 698

24/7 Phone Support
1300 308 307
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We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land in which our staff, Board and community work, live and visit. We pay our respects to the Elders of those many nations from past and present, recognising their continuing connection to land, waters and community.

We respect the knowledge and expertise of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people with their strong culture and traditions whose hands have touched many babies birthed and children reared on this land, and acknowledge their experience of loss in many forms.

© 2021 Red Nose Australia. Sands Australia is now proudly part of Red Nose.

ABN 81 462 345 159
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Red Nose Australia acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land in which our families, volunteers, staff, Board and committee members work, live and visit. We pay our respect to the elders of those many nations - past, present and emerging, recognising their continuing connection to the land waters and community.
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